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Nordic Bloodlines

There has been a gradual consensus forming among researchers in the related scientific fields of quantum
mechanics, anthropology and human genetics, which affirms the transcendent spiritual wisdom of ancient 
indigenous cultures in every part of the world. Quantum cosmology recognizes the reality of many worlds 
suspended in multiple dimensions of a singular field, reflecting ancient Sanskrit knowledge of chittakash: a 
perpetual ‘blinking’ of all materiality –cycling ‘on’ and ‘off’; from solid matter to a unified nonphysical state.

Paleo-Sanskrit physicists directed their attention towards the inner psychic form of communication that 
takes place during sleep and in the depths of meditation. They elicited the powerful atomic influences of 
neutrino- and γ-ray-emitting beverages to enhance reception of psychic messages from the Higher Self. 

The Higher Self of each individual is a future incarnation of that same person, living simultaneously on an 
exoplanet of a higher level, in a body commensurate to that higher level planet. According to our common 
perspective, each individual’s Higher Self is an ET humanoid inhabiting another world –who provides key 
spiritual counsel by mental projection from within the fluid workings of our own thoughts. In fact, physical 
encounters with ET humanoids may actually be encounters with the Higher Self;    with a future incarnation.

Many cases of UFO sightings have been reported which first appear to be chance encounters with no 
immediate significance, yet prove their importance at a much later date. Such is the case with a brief UFO 
sighting that occurred on a farm in Ranton, a small town near Stafford, England.1 On October 31, 1954
Mrs. Jessie Roestenberg reported seeing a domed UFO with a large viewing window, through which she 
could see two male ET occupants operating the controls of the spacecraft (illustrated above).2

Jessie was 29 years old at the time of the event, which changed her perception of reality in an instant. She
was standing in the back yard with her two sons at their family farm in Ranton, when they witnessed a 
bright light slowly descend from high in the sky to hover directly over the stunned onlookers. They froze in 
a state of silent shock for the short duration of the event, before it flew off and they ran inside the house.
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A simple sketch drawn by eyewitness Mrs. Jessie 
Roestenberg shows the structure of two conical 
domes with a viewing window, set into an annular 
ring housing an array of gravity motors (at left). 
The two occupants of the craft were seen seated 
at a viewing window, with their heads covered by 
transparent helmets set into a mounting ring fixed 
to the shoulder pads of their one-piece flight suits.

The special waveform design of the spacecraft is 
revealed by cross-section overlay of the nonlinear 
structure of standing wave resonance generated 
by photonic quasicrystal alloys of the hull (above).
Conformation of the spaceship’s design to this 
essential waveform pattern relates to its function 
as a quantum gravity-control device, effectively
increasing energy coherence within the system.
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The UFO encounter report given by Mrs. Roestenberg stands out from most accounts in several important 
respects. Her sighting conforms to a pattern of events associated with a covert, subterranean ET base of 
operations located 76 miles (122 km) northwest of the encounter site near Raton, in Staffordshire. This 
same determination was made long ago by UK and US government projects, involving the coordination of 
reconnaissance platforms for analysis of airspace/UFO traffic monitoring data over extended time periods.

These painstaking methods not only reveal the relationship of unknown aerial traffic to and from the sites of 
underground bases, but also gives significant insight into long-term patterns of covert activity relating to any
movements of hyperdimensional spacecraft made according to a flight schedule that can be predicted.

The airspace over Snowdonia is among the primary targets of IR satellite observation for UFO activity 
monitoring in the UK, where diverse types of ET spacecraft are recorded passing right through the surface 
rock strata to access the gigantic aircraft hangars of a vast subterranean complex that lies far below.

The remains of ancient temple foundations are connected by series of long, curved ridgeline walkways 
rising from the northwest of Carnedd Llewelyn to its peak, before making a broad curve to the west side of 
the complex (above). Cast geopolymer siltstone and pyritic mudstone formations were razed long ago, with
remnants of geometric seamwork visible on Llech Ddu spur at Carnedd Dafydd (cover image, overleaf).
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Asgard Temple (razed), at Carneddau Llewelyn and Dafydd, in Wales, UK (53.1605938°N, 3.9704208°W, 
above), is located 2,381 miles from the Great Pyramid, comprising 9.57% of Earth’s mean circumference 
(12/125). This resonant distance ensures efficient standing wave infrasound reception, reflecting the value of 
Fibonacci #281 (2,377.06… x 10-55) in miles and the value of Fibonacci #59 (9.57… x 10-11) in percent.

The immense scale of ancient geopolymer construction at this site is heavily obscured by destructive aerial
warfare of the Baal ET consortium, razing the surface temples of the original complex for the purpose of 
blocking tunnel entrances with megalithic debris fields. The huge underground complex below Carnedd 
Llewelyn was recaptured and converted for use by Nordic ETs in the Middle Ages, as well as another base 
in Canada mentioned by a Nordic ET friend of retired US Army weather observer Charles James Hall:

Many people of Norwegian ancestry, and Scandinavian ancestry have always lived in the Southern Wisconsin 
area… I asked my friend if… they had come here from Norway. He responded that Southern Norway was where 
their ship had landed. However, they had moved to Canada to be closer to where he and his family lived. His 
family lived in southern Ontario, Canada. They didn’t live right in a city… [but] out in a heavily forested [area]...
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I asked him when his people first started coming here to this Earth… He wasn’t sure when they first started,… 
[but] they have been coming here in small groups for a very long time. However, he implied the number of their 
travelers to Earth increased noticeably back about the time of Charlemagne… [from] the years 750-800 AD. The 
early years were very painful for them. Not every trip was successful because the navigation was very difficult. 
The landings were very difficult. There was little, if any support once they arrived. The culture here on Earth was 
barbaric and very primitive. In essence, every group was on their own. Many... were never able to return home.
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Even in the 20th century, many of the ships that made it to Earth were off course and had very difficult landings. 
The west coasts of England or Alaska or Siberia were easily confused with the west coast of Norway… My friend 
related that after WWII was over, his friends contacted the American Government, and presented their ‘Wish 
List’… [to Dr. Edward Teller, who] was very polite, but turned them down.3

The statements of Charles Hall are confirmed by an August 9, 1942 photograph of Nordic ET Valiant Thor 
(detail below) with a group of 24 top scientists that included Dr. Edward Teller. The photograph belonged to 
the collection of Dr. Phil Schneider, who had inherited it from his father, Dr. Oscar Schneider. The image 
represents the first publicly disseminated photo of an ET humanoid individual; nearly 5 years prior to the 
recording of the ET autopsy video of the grey hybrid pilot extracted from the July, 1947 Roswell UFO crash.

The archival photograph shows Valiant Thor intently listening to Dr. Constantin Yaglou in the briefing room 
onboard the USS Eldridge, in preparation for the live test that was conducted just 3 days later. The US 
Navy Operation Rainbow Project was the culmination of 11 years of joint research by Dr. Nikola Tesla and 
other world-class scientists, utilizing the Tesla gravity motor to achieving HHO plasma invisibility cloaking.

Physiological characteristics of Nordic ET humanoids is so similar to Earth humans that most people would
not notice any difference at all. Valiant Thor possesses a great cranial volume than normal humans on 
Earth, with a thick, muscular neck supporting a subtle cranial augmentation of the occipital lobe (above).

Valiant Thor’s muscular shoulders and slightly unusual facial features closely match the color illustration of 
the two Nordic spacecraft occupants based on Jessie Roestenberg’s 1954 eyewitness descriptions. The 
blonde-haired Nordic ET visitor also displays strong facial similarities and enhanced cranial proportions 
observed in Etruscan funerary portraits, from ancient sites like the necropolis at Cerveteri, Italy (overleaf).
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The exquisitely rendered forms of the figurative funerary representations present very large and beautifully 
shaped eyes that radiate a child-like joyfulness and intelligence that were wonderfully captured by the 
sculptor. Identification of lengthy geopolymer trackways and polygonal masonry at the site indicate an 
underground city below Cerveteri, constructed by the ancient Atlantean high civilization prior to 13,000 bp. 

A thorough 2018 assessment of the genetic heritage of Etruscan individuals from two different cemeteries
was made in the context of funerary items interred with the body, showing the distinctive origin and culture 
of the Longobard culture of the Middle Ages in northwestern Europe, especially Wales and England:

The Longobards –also known as the Lombards or "longbeards"– were a polyethnic confederation [that occupied]
… modern Austria and western Hungary… [and] conquered most of Italy in the later 6th century led by their ruler 
King Albion. Veeramah and colleagues used advanced DNA techniques to sequence genomes of 63 individuals 
from 2 ancient cemeteries in Szólád, Hungary, and Collegno, Italy,... previously associated with the Longobards...

Each cemetery was found to be organized around one large family, with at least 2 groups differing in ancestry and
funeral customs identified at each location. The team's findings demonstrate that the people in these cemeteries 
were very genetically diverse, with...  modern northern or central Europeans, and... modern southern Europeans. 
This range of diversity was surprising, even for a modern European village, according to Veeramah.
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"Even more interestingly, in both cemeteries, individuals with this more northern genetic ancestry tended to have 
lots of grave goods –weapons, jewelry, etc.– and be buried in a very elaborate way, while those with a more 
southern ancestry tended to not possess such artifacts," he said. "The northern-looking individuals also seemed 
to have much better diets in general –lots of meat for example," he said. "This suggests that while these 
individuals were all part of the same overall community –because they were buried together– there was a social 
structure that was shown in how they were buried and that reflected different genetic backgrounds."

Finally, the team were able to reconstruct complete genealogies of the people in these ancient cemeteries, 
Veeramah said. "Intriguingly, we found families of mostly males buried together spanning across three 
generations, but only involving individuals with the northern European genetic ancestry and rich grave goods."

"Females did not show such close relationships, and showed evidence of being born elsewhere," he said. "We 
would not have expected to see this kind of northern genetic ancestry in Italy. This leads us to think that we are 
witnessing the migration of barbarians –in this case the so-called 'Lombard migration'– described in the historical 
texts, and that groups of closely related males were an important part of this migration process. Women may 
have been acquired along the way or brought in from elsewhere once the group had settled.” 4
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The wealth of genetic information yielded by the 2018 study of Etruscan burials confirms the Lombard 
migration of groups with Nordic ET hybrid heritage took place during the very same period identified by the 
Nordic ET friend of Charles Hall in Madison Wisconsin in the 1950s. He had specified the Middle Ages as a
colonizing period of Nordic ET humanoids arriving on Earth after mass migrations from their home planet.

These genetic, physiological and historical connections between the Lombards dissemination of Nordic ET 
genes are directly corroborated by the high degree of cultural sophistication seen in artistic and architectural
achievements of the Etruscan civilization, which included the manufacture of synthetic stone and cement.

Clearly, the bearded Etruscan funerary figure reiterates this genetic link to the ‘Longbeard’ migration from 
ET hybrid populations in England and Wales from the Snowdonia underground Nordic ET base. Unusually 
shaped eye contours are observed among many models and actors such as Andreas Eriksen (above, left)
present an elevated number of Nordic ET genes, despite their darker hair color.

Celebrities with Nordic ET heritage include famous athletes and actors who are often cast as superheroes 
or supervillains: Tom Brady, Jimmy Garrapolo, Viggo Mortensen, John Travolta, Ben Affleck, Aaron Eckhart
Henry Cavill, etc. Prominent examples of female celebrities that display Nordic ET physical traits include
Swedish film actresses and fashion models such as Anna Anka, Elsa Hosk, Caroline Winberg and Frida 
Aasen (above, right), presenting traits typical of members of mtDNA haplogroup U5a. There also appears 
to be a genetic connection from Atlantean times between the Nordic ET-related U5a haplogroup and the

Matara Pyramid, at San Sebástian de Garabandal, is located in the Basque region of northern Spain –as 
detailed in previous work by this author.5 Coastal positioning of Nordic ET bases in Wales, Spain and Italy 
facilitates oceanic transport via sailing ships; Asgard base is just 5 miles from shore, Matara Pyramid city is
11 miles from the shoreline and Cerveteri underground base is just 3 miles from the Mediterranean Sea.
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The sites of ancient underground city complexes 
now occupied by the Nordic ET civilization were 
specifically built by Atlantean groups in alignment
with the global mandala distribution pattern of 
pyramids and megalithic temples based on the 
quadratic function [ zn+1 = zn

2 ] (above). Projection
of this topological quantum field mandala from 
the apex of the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt 
presents nonlinear intervals between these large 
underground cities seeding cultural development.

Geographic survey of ancient European mtDNA 
specimens belonging to haplogroup U5a shows 
the geophysical relationship of ancestry for this 
group over an extended timespan of >30,000 
years (at left)6. The specific dating7 of the oldest 
specimen in mtDNA haplogroup U5a to an age 
of ~30,200 places it right at the beginning of the 
reconstruction period following the catastrophic 
inundation known today as ‘The Great Flood’.
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Nordic ET groups have also established major subterranean bases of operation in the ancient Atlantean 
city complexes at Sylarna Pyramid, below the border of Norway and Sweden; and below Mount Shasta in 
northern California, USA. Folklore from the Mount Shasta community reveals that, during the period prior 
to World War II, visitations were made to local shops by Nordic ET humanoid couples wearing white robes.

In the final volume of his 6-book ‘Millennial Hospitality’ series, Charles Hall discussed an underground 
base of the Norwegian ETs located in a thickly forested area of southern Ontario, Canada. This location 
conforms well to the climatic preferences demonstrated by the Nordic ET friend of his aunt, who was seen 
swimming in frigid waters of Lake Mendota in Madison, Wisconsin.

An investigation of the sacred landscapes and hotspots of anomalous aerial activity in southern Ontario 
reveals a covert Nordic ET base near the north shore of Lake Superior below Ruby Lake Lookout (above).
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Dolomite and dolomitic marble form the natural bedrock strata surrounding Ruby Lake, which was entirely 
leveled and resurfaced with thick layers of reconstituted geopolymer dolomite cast by Atlantean builders.

The level plateau forming the site of Ruby Lake Lookout presents vast, exposed tracts of geopolymer 
dolomite pavements that serve as emergency spacecraft landing sites, harboring radioactive debris traces 
(above). The synthetic stone’s exotic composition includes ferromagnetic and paramagnetic particulate 
metals that transduce incident infrasound waves into a strong EM field on the plateau that is apparently 
responsible for the significant extent of bare patches where the overgrowth has been unable to take hold.

Nordic ET spacecraft regularly enter the expansive subterranean complex through the waters of Ruby 
Lake itself, to gain access to the grand system of deep underground hangars housing fleets of spacecraft
of various sizes, shapes and configurations that can occasionally be observed in the skies overhead.
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Nordic ET base below Ruby Lake Lookout, Canada (48.987481°N, 88.1860892°W, above) is located 5,840
miles from the Great Pyramid, comprising 23.46% of Earth’s mean circumference (47/200). Exact placement 
at 49° North latitude also maximizes reception of infrasound standing wave resonance, reflecting the value 
of Fibonacci #369 (5,847.28… x 10-73) in miles and the value of Fibonacci #80 (23.41… x 10-15) in percent.
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Enhanced EM conditions generated by the artificial stonework of the plateau can be readily measured 
using ULF microphones and Tri-Field EMF meters during solar flares. Aerial traffic above the Nordic ET 
base accounts for UFO sightings over the communities of Red Rock and Nipigon, Ontario. This reality is 
directly supported by the statements of Charles Hall, who was informed by a male Nordic ET in Madison 
Wisconsin that his people maintained an underground base in a heavily forested area in southern Ontario.8

While flying just north of Thunder Bay in 1987, the pilot of a Canadian Airlines International 737 reported 
the airplane's radar picked up the fuselage of an object he approximated to be six times larger than a 747, 
traveling at 8,200 km/h. Unfortunately, the object was some 80 km away, too far for a visual sighting.9 The 
area has been known for decades as a UFO hotspot, with residents reporting spacecraft of all varieties.
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The subterranean Nordic ET base below Ruby Lake is located just 68 miles from a Baal ET base below La 

Pate Nature Reserve on Pie Island, in the Thunder Bay region of Lake Superior, Ontario (below). An online

compendium of UFO reports from the Thunder Bay-Red Rock area includes events from the early 1900s:
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September 18, 1914 - Fort William, Ontario (Times Journal):  A cemetery caretaker observed an airship with a 

bright searchlight maneuvering in the air nearby. He first awoke to the sound of whirring machinery and saw the 

airship heading north from the range of hills beyond Mount McKay, as the searchlight flashed all over the country. 

The glowing craft then headed southwest to Kakabeka Falls after approximately 20 minutes of observation.

1948 - Red Rock / Nipigon:  A young person and their neighbor in Nipigon had taken 8 pictures of a UFO that 

hovered over Red Rock and the Bald Spot. The bottom of the craft was saucer-shaped and the top resembled an 

upside-down cup. There were circular black windows all around the part of the cup above where it met with the 

lower portion of the hull. The neighbor’s son stated the RCMP confiscated the photos and negatives the next day.

November 23, 1953 - Above Lake Superior:  Air Defense Command tracked an unidentified target by radar over 

the lake. An F-89C jet interceptor took off from Kinross AFB in pursuit. The aircraft closed in on the object until 

radar observers witnessed the two objects merge at the moment that radio communications from the interceptor 

aircraft were abruptly cut off. The pilot, the radar operator and the airplane were never seen again.10

August, 1960 - Atikokan, Ontario (PsiCan):  A couple picking berries at Duckbill Lake heard a low-pitched 

humming sound, climb a hill to see a green circular object near the lake with 4 dwarfs with hosepipes attached to 

their suits, syphoning water from the lake. One witness screamed. The beings entered the object, which took off.

1960s - Red Rock, Ontario (Chronicle Journal):  The witness was sitting on his couch when he was suddenly 

dragged toward the window of his house by a beam of green light emitted from the craft hovering outside his 

window. He saved himself by hanging onto the couch until the beam dissipated and the craft departed.

June 30, 1966 - Thunder Bay (Chronicle Journal):  A family on a fishing trip at at Onion Lake were staying in a 

camper in a gravel pit, when intermittent grinding noises were heard after 11pm. They noticed the odor of 

‘carborundum rubbing on steel’, and then noticed their son was missing. They called for him and began to search 

in the darkness. Their son wandered back to the camper after 15 minutes and was very agitated. He said he had 

seen a plane, saucer-shaped, and went towards it. He didn’t remember anything that followed.

After having some ignition problems, their truck eventually started up and they were able to leave the scene of 

the odd events. It is stated that their son lost his mind and was placed in a mental hospital ever since the event, 

which left him with a brown, dime-sized scar on his left ankle. He was 39 years of age in 1989.
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The proliferation of UFO sightings over Thunder Bay, Red Rock and Nipigon Bay cluster around two focal

points. The Ruby Lake Nordic base is situated ~5 miles (8 km) from the towns of Red Rock and Nipigon, 

whereas the city of Thunder Bay is ~10 miles (16 km) away from another subterranean base occupied by

malevolent ET humanoids of different predatory species referred to as the Baal consortium.

A hidden underground base of the Baal predatory syndicate is located deep in the radioactive bedrock at 

Pie Island, which is 7.5 miles (12 km) in length, covering a thickly forested area of ~18 square miles (46 

km2). An 850’ circular plateau composed of dolerite dominates the island’s west side, while immense 

rhomboidal dolerite bedrock formations rising high above the eastern and central areas of the island.

An underground UFO base of the Baal ET syndicate at Pie Island, in northern Lake Superior, Canada 

(48.2337924°N, 89.1604579°W, above), is located 5,908 miles from the Great Pyramid; representing 

23.73% of Earth’s mean circumference (19/80). This resonant distance reflects the value of Fibonacci #58 

(5,912.86… x 10-8) in miles and Fibonacci #281 (23.77… x 10-58) in percent, conforming to the nonlinear 

mandala distribution pattern of Atlantean pyramids, temples and associated underground city complexes.

Persistent eyewitness accounts of silent aerial displays of luminous spacecraft in the vicinity of Thunder Bay

have received recognition as a veritable UFO hotspot, featuring several reports of black boomerang-shaped

spacecraft associated with UFO abductions by the small greys.11 The remoteness of Pie Island provides 

concealment and protection for its subterranean inhabitants that include the sasquatch nocturnal sentinels.

The traditional placename ‘Thunder Bay’ is an Anglicized version of the original name inherited from the 

Ojibwe indigenous people, who called the bay and its settlement ‘Animikie’, meaning “thunder”. This 

sacred name references blasts of booming infrasound resonance experienced by many generations at 

this location, constituting a nodal point of planetary resonance where ultra-low frequency standing waves 

converge. Another base of the nefarious Baal ET syndicate is found 293 miles (472 km) to the northwest.
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On May 20, 1967, Polish-Canadian mechanic and amateur prospector Stefan Michalak sustained serious 

injuries during a UFO encounter that took place near the Top of the World Lookout, south of Falcon Lake, 

Manitoba (49.7007396°N, 95.1938284°W). Stefan was hospitalized for treatment of serious chemical and 

thermal burns sustained during his brief interaction with a 23’-wide (7 m) metallic, disc-shaped spacecraft.12
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Stefan’s son recounts: “At that point in time, the diagnosis –if you can call it that– was ‘burns’… Heat 

caused burns. What they couldn’t diagnose, and didn’t have a clue about, was what appeared below the 

chest, on the abdomen. The exact same pattern of holes that was on a grid on the side of the craft –in the 

same order, in the same rows, in the same number– appeared as red spots on his lower abdomen…

Stefan was released from the hospital, but he says his symptoms worsened. The nausea continued, and 

his body seems to emit a sulfuric stench. “There was this sulfur, ozone, electric motor stink about him. Its 

like he was carrying an aura of this smell wherever he walked, and you could smell this. Baths and 

showers couldn’t take it out. That lasted for weeks. I remember seeing him in bed constantly; tired, 

nauseous, headachy, not feeling well, losing a lot of weight.” Stefan made a detailed sketch of the craft:

Stefan Michalak was tested for radiation poisoning. The results were negative, yet no one could explain the

source of the strange burns on this torso, which appeared to be an odd combination of microwave and 

chemical burns after being enveloped in a vapor cloud while being irradiated by laser beam weapons.

Such aggressive defense of the spacecraft was clearly unnecessary, given the passive attitude displayed 

by Michalak as he called out to the crafts occupants multiple times before slowly approaching the landed 

vehicle. Apparently, Stefan’s exposure to the chemical and microwave-pulsed laser beam attacks were 

not fatal, as he was eventually able to rid himself of the putrid odor and heal his injuries. Several decades

of scientific advancement confirm the vapor is an aerosolized mixture of ozone and sulfur dioxide gases:

The growth of aerosol due to the aqueous phase oxidation of sulfur dioxide by ozone was measured in 

laboratory-generated clouds created in the Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (CLOUD) chamber at the 

European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). Experiments were performed at 10 and −10 °C, on acidic 

(sulfuric acid) and on partially to fully neutralised (ammonium sulfate) seed aerosol. Clouds were generated by 

performing an adiabatic expansion –pressurising the chamber to 220 hPa above atmospheric pressure, and then 

rapidly releasing the excess pressure, resulting in a cooling, condensation of water on the aerosol and a cloud 

lifetime of approximately 6  min.13
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These recently published research details confirm the validity of eyewitness information given by Michalak 

so many decades ago, which exceeded the knowledge of modern scientists at that time. This new 2016 

report specifies components given in the description of the noxious odor by Stefan’s son, defining the 

acidic chemistry of non-lethal weaponry deployed against Stefan at close range to the craft.

Sulfur dioxide and ozone gases were heated by microwave beams while being rapidly mixed in the air, 

making direct contact with Stefan’s shirt and skin. An instant chemical reaction between the agents causes 

rapid oxidation of the sulfur dioxide while being driven deep into the epidermis by microwave irradiation.

A piece of radioactive metal slag was later retrieved by Stefan from the UFO landing site (below). Testing 

of the sample has most likely not been conducted due to the reasonable fear of theft during transport, 

which quite often happens to such rare metallurgical specimens due to obsessive government monitoring.

The UFO witnessed by Stefan Michalak at Falcon Lake, Manitoba flew rapidly out of sight to the northeast 

to an underground base of the Baal ETs ~30 miles away. Gooseneck Rocks, overlooking Gooseneck Lake,

Ontario (50.05452°N, 94.78712°W, opposite), is located 6,007 miles from the Great Pyramid; comprising 

24.13% of Earth’s mean circumference (~121/500). This radial distance interval reflects the value of Fibonacci

#259 (6,002.24… x 10-50) in miles and Fibonacci #482 (24.13… x 10-99) in percent, complementing the 

base’s exact placement at 50° North latitude for maximizing infrasound standing wave reception. 

Inclined lower sections of these imposing cliffs show all the characteristics of artificial dolerite refaçading, 

prepared for large mural paintings composed of anamorphic hieroglyph ligatures in red iron oxide pigments

of the type seen at Chiribiquete, Colombia.14 Paleo-Sanskrit murals covering the lower cliffs of Gooseneck 

Rocks were removed to conceal the underground complex. Atlantean Era megalithic stonework at this site 

was cast in geopolymer dolerite, manufactured from a caustic fluid mixture composed of pulverized dolerite

particles, fine ferromagnetic and paramagnetic metal particles in an aqueous sodium-aluminosilicate blend.
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The degree of difficulty in grasping the gargantuan scale of the cliff faces at Gooseneck Rocks, Manitoba 

is highlighted by the relative size of a rock climber making a slow ascent toward to its summit (above). 

The rock plateau high above offers spectacular southward views of Gooseneck Lake, where brightly 

glowing spacecraft have occasionally been observed emerging   from and submerging into  the lake waters.

The extremely low population density of the area ensures the secrecy of UFO beam abduction operations

of the Baal ET consortium of various predatory humanoid species, allied for their many sinister purposes. 

The duality of dark and light, expressed in acts of both malevolence and benevolence, manifests in our 

cosmos in astounding ways that can only be recognized through the lens of hyperdimensional physics.
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Conflating one light-skinned ET humanoid species with another can become problematic when dealing 

with multiple ET groups, each one furthering their own agenda by conducting transdimensional operations 

from a network of subterranean bases on various continents of Earth and embedded within various moons 

within our solar system and beyond. False information has been quietly disseminated by anaonymous 

government sources to confuse public perception of specific physiological features of ancestral ET lines.

A poor quality version of this photograph first appeared in the early 2000s, labeled with information that 

purposely conflates different ET humanoid species, in addition to identifying an underground base of the 

tall white ETs at Mount Zeil, Australia. What was first purported to be an image of a tall white ET female is 

actually the Russian albino model Nastya Zhidkova (wearing white contact lenses) that more recently 

appeared at full resolution in an online article from Popular Mechanics in 2018.15 The article, entitled “What 

Are Starseeds? - Humans Think They're Aliens Living on Earth”, blatantly disparages UFO experiencers.
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The increasingly nonsensical offerings of mass media disinformation being promulgated throughout the 

echo-chamber of corporate news has steadily lost traction with a younger generation of highly intelligent 

individuals who possess an innate understanding of our Divine connection to the natural laws of Creation.

Despite decades of strategic diversions and repeated obfuscations of fundamental truths, intuitive seekers 

continue to reorient themselves according to an emerging awareness of hyperdimensional realities linked 

with progressive information from psychic channels, such as the Cassiopaea Transmissions of Laura 

Knight-Jadczyk and the compelling trance material of the early 20th century Sleeping Prophet Edgar Cayce.

Inspirational psychic readings published by high level Akashic sources such as these provide the crucial 

information bridge that grounds our expanding perceptions, as new cognitions stimulate our pursuit of 

newfound possibilities. By these special means, transdimensional aspects of reality that have previously 

remained hidden from the masses of humanity are now becoming more easily recognizable.

Scattered amid all the cluttered bits of disinformation are facets of genuine data that can be gleaned from 

the detritus. Mount Zeil is not only the name of a mountain peak, but also identifies the broader locality that

includes an unnamed peak marking the site of the tall white ETs deep underground base. Their spacecraft 

transit directly through the colorful bedrock, composed of red quartzite, granite, siltstone and sandstone.
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Alapa Pyramid in the Mount Zeil region of Northern Territory, Australia (23.2674152°S, 132.6436666°E, 

above) is located 7,659 miles from the Great Pyramid of present-day Giza, Egypt. This resonant distance 

interval corresponds to 30.77% of Earth’s mean circumference (123/400), reflecting the value of Fibonacci 

#293 (7,654.09… x 10-58) in miles and the value of Fibonacci #71 (30.80… x 10-13) in percent. These site 

features confirm efficient reception of focused infrasound resonance transduced by the Orion Pyramids.

‘Alapa’ is a Sanskrit word meaning “the singing or twittering of birds”, referencing the native linguistic form 

of the tall white ET humanoids described by contactee Charles Hall as sounding similar to the jubilant 

songs of meadowlarks. Pertinent astronomical information on the home planet of the tall white ET 

humanoids was confirmed by stellar observations reported in 2022. Identified as exoplanet LP 890-9c (or 

by the designation SPECULOOS-2c), its size is 25.3 times larger than Earth, orbiting a small red dwarf star

located at 28° South latitude in the Constellation of Eridanus,’ the River’.16

The tall white ETs’ underground base below the ancient Alapa Pyramid Complex has been maintained 

under heavy surveillance by joint reconnaissance operations of the US, UK and Australian governments. 

Optimal temperature ranges preferred by the tall white ET humanoids correspond to the severe heat of the 

arid central region of the Australian continent and the deserts of central Nevada. Groups of tall white ETs 

can occasionally be seen enjoying brief forays to the surface during daylight hours and also at night.
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Pine Gap underground installation, in Northern Territory, Australia (23.8012856°S, 133.736595°E, above),

is situated 11 miles (~18 km) southwest of the town Alice Springs, where basic housing is provided for 

employees of the secretive black project site. Although official sources and documents identify functions of 

surface facilities visible at Pine Gap as relating to satellite surveillance, the truth is much more complex.

The Pine Gap deep underground military base is situated just 78 miles away to the southeast of the Mount 

Zeil UFO base of the tall white ETs, having been heavily utilized for space surveillance by the US, UK and 

Australian governments for many decades. Joint Space Defense Research Facility Pine Gap (SDRFPG) 

operations are conducted by Australian, British and American scientists working with the CIA, NSA and 

NRO, planning and coordinating defensive interceptions  (of airborne missile threats and other satellite-

based threats) using directed energy weapons (DEW) platforms. Covert functions of the deep installation 

include targeting ET spacecraft with advanced weapons systems including scalar radar and laser beams.

The series of large, white, spherical radomes seen at Pine Gap are used to target spacecraft overhead by 

emitting weaponized forms of high-amplitude radar as scalar wave pulses that strongly interfere with the 

proper operation of all advanced ET spacecraft, or deploying microwave-pulsed charged-particle laser 

beams. The precise orientation of X-band radar arrays, emitting in the 8-12 GHz range, is kept hidden by 

these radomes for the purpose of concealing the strategic direction of their lethal microwave emissions.

By focusing many arrays from various positions around the planet –in conjunction with the Gakona, Alaska 

HAARP station, the South Pole Station in Antarctica and several Sea-based X-band radar platforms17 

roaming the oceans– powerful earthquakes can be induced at any selected set of coordinates on Earth. 

Reprehensible operations targeting tectonic faults for catastrophic quake induction, and the targeting of 

UFOs for technology theft by government crash recovery teams, have been partly exposed by former black

project employees that include Eric Hecker, Phil Schneider, Derek Hennessy, Charles Hall, Bill Uhouse, 

Philip Corso, Clifford Stone, Wendelle Stevens and others. Their courageous revelations have expanded 

the collective consciousness of humanity, now ascending in synchrony with ET visitors from other worlds.
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